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Welcome to eMobility training

• Växjö - Henrik Johansson

• Aarhus - Gustav Friis

• E.ON - Mette Marie Knudsen



E.ON - Who we are
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Background
”We are one of the largest
privately held energy companies 
in the world. 

Our world is changing and so 
are we… becoming 100% 
sustainable by 2025

We want to realize e-mobility as 

Our mission:

• Become a leading player for e-mobility solutions in 
Europe

Opportunity

• Deliver a great customer experience and recharge the 
E.ON brand



E.ON eMobility
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Access to E.ON infrastructure

Europe-wide with one card

Services via smartphone 

app’s and web

Market driven:

• Car sharing

• Leasing companies

• Municipalities

• OEMs

• City charge & park

• B2C, B2B, B2E & B2M products

• SmartGrid/SmartCity integration



The hollistic view on ‘products’
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Ambition is to install several hundred locations UFC



Agenda eMobility

1. Introduction

2. eMobility strategy

3. eMobility infrastructure

4. eMobility business models

5. eMobility future

6. Summery, learnings and recommendations

7. Questions



1. Introduction to eMobility in 
READY
eMobility Management - Sub module 1



Mega trends

• Urbanization

• Climate

• Sustainable transportation

• Population: 2015 = 7.4 bn, 2030 = 8.5 bn, 
2050 = 9.7 bn

• 208,000 new city dwellers each day the 
next 33 years

• 70% of human impacted CO2 / NOx
production from cities today
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Market push-pull

• Regulatory push – München, 
Stuttgart, Milan, Oslo, 
Copenhagen …

• Tech push – battery capacities
and cost

• Market pull – model 
availability, TCO, convenience

01.05.2017
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Market forecast and penetration
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Market forecast and penetration



Support and incentives



Purchase price



Introduction to eMobility in READY

• What are the objectives and why?

• Reduce the needs for fossil fuels

• Decrease CO2 to nearly zero

• State that eMobility is an important part of a sustainable transport system 

• Make it easier  and cheaper for citizens and visitors to travel with less 
environmental impact

• Integrate eMobility in the renovation projects in Aarhus and Växjö

• Test and demonstrate new methods

• Promote results and experiences to relevant stakeholders



E.ON WP4 – Description of work

25.01.2018
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E.ON WP4 – Description of work

25.01.2018
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E.ON WP4 – Description of work

25.01.2018
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2. eMobility strategy in Aarhus 
and Växjö
eMobility Management - Sub module 2



eMobility strategy in Aarhus and Växjö

• What are the objectives and why?
• Develop and implement innovative 

solutions to reduce the needs for fossil 
fuels and release of CO2 to nearly zero

• Two demonstration sites. 

• Investigate possibilities for reduction of 
local transport 

• Develop models for mobility 
management

• Increase the use of EVs in Aarhus and 
Växjö.



eMobility strategy in Aarhus

• What have we achieved so far ?
• In 2012 - parking policy about EV charging stations created
• In 2015 - approved a strategy for EV Charging stations on public 
• eParking spaces in the city
• Goal of the strategy is to support the spread of environment 
friendly vehicles

• ensure parking with charging stations when establishing both private and public parking spaces.

• Quick chargers – later
• Charging Strategy design  - later
• Application to EV charging spot

• How long will the charging station be functioning?, Which type of charging station will be established?, Where 
will the charging station be placed?, Design, Functionality, Size, requirements to the standard of the charging 
station

• Important element of the strategy - only one parking lot (out of the two covered by a charging 
station) will be reserved (by signing) to EVs.

• The number of reserved lots can be increased along with an increase of the demand for EV 
charging

• 66 EVs for eldery care service



eCar sharing in Aarhus

• In 2015 and 2016, new free-floating car-
sharing systems arrived in Copenhagen, 
Denmark. DriveNow and Green Mobility

• Free flow versus fixed parking concept -
challenge the municipality parking 
strategies

• The free flow models provide flexibility to 
the end user but challenge to implement 
due to parking policies and legislation

• None of these providers have entered 
Aarhus



eCar sharing in Aarhus

• Partnership between Aarhus and TADAA! 

• Electric Car Sharing - investigate the potential of electric car sharing in Aarhus

• The aim of the project - to substitute 1000 conventionally fuelled cars by 200 
shared electric cars by the end of 2017.

• TADAA! provides electric car sharing to citizens and companies in small and large 
communities. 

• By March 2017 - implemented at two housing association, 18 cars.

• Neither car sharing schemes or electric cars have been mobility game changers in 
Aarhus……

• In theory – substituting 1000 ICE cars with Evs in Aarhus saves up to 46 tonnes of 
CO2 pr. month - an annual save in CO2 of 303 tonnes

• This amount only equals 0,067 % of the total amount of CO2 emissions from road 
traffic……..



What have Aarhus achieved so far?
• Intelligent chargers developed, installed 

and READY

• Design updates and new installations

• Aarhus
• Total 114 charge points

• EV drive range around Aarhus
• Herning
• Vejle
• Skanderborg
• Horsens
• Randers
• Billund
• Total 214 charge points
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eMobility strategy in Växjö



eMobility strategy in Växjö

Why an eMobility strategy?

• EVs are important in a sustainable
transport system

• A strategy makes it easier to 
create order instead of chaos

• Helps paving the way



Why need for a strategy for EV charging 
infrastructure in Växjö?

• Växjö - fossil fuel free community by 2030. 

• No charging stations when READY project tool off

• Strategy focuses on EVs and similar vehicles

• Interest for EV have increased in the community, and several stakeholders have installed 
EV charging stations. 

• EV strategy was not really needed to kick of the eMobility. 

• Now a strategy is needed in order to:
• Point out where different kinds of EV charging stations should be installed
• Make sure that the infrastructure can be distributed in the city as well in smaller 

settlements/countryside
• Point out responsibility of installations in different geographical parts
• Decide what systems should be used – speed charging or not? What kind of standard?
• Decide how to deal with payment



eMobility strategy in Växjö

Latest status

• EV strategy is delayed

• Benchmarking with other cities in Sweden

• Internal organisation - Ongoing discussions on internal responsibility for EV 
infrastructure (Today it is Växjö Energy)

• Charging points have passed 70 (2017).

• Number of EVs doubled each year in Växjö (140 by the end of 2016. the data 
for 2017 is not available yet)

• When strategy is developed - a platform for discussions with various 
stakeholders, for instance E.ON, on how to make it possible to improve the 
infrastructure.



What have Växjö achieved so far?

• Before – less than 10 charging points
• Expectation - READY could help Växjö introduce a number of 

EV charging facilities
• Real world goes faster than project plans….
• Now 70 charging points - and more to come (without a strategy)
• Many stakeholders (The city of Växjö, VEAB, the airport, Lidl, car 

selling companies, and others)
• Overview needed and strategy needed in order to point out responsibility, who is doing 

what where (not finalized)
• Information from other cities have been collected - main need is to make sure that EV 

infrastructure is available throughout the entire municipality
• 10-40 km outside Växjö - need of EV infrastructure
• Corridor between Växjö and Aarhus in place



EV corridor Aarhus – Växjö 
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3. eMobility infrastructure
eMobility Management - Sub module 3



eMobility infrastructure

What are the objectives and why?

Aarhus:

• Implementation EV state-of-the art infrastructure with intelligent charging opportunities

• Infrastructure implementation is aligned with mobility strategy.

• WE want a more sustainable transport systems in our cities, and one way we can do that is to make it easier for those who use 
vehicles that are a bit more sustainable than fossil cars, in the same way as we make it easier for people who use public transport 
or bike.

• When the infrastructure is improving, more people dare to choose EVs.

• Charge points that can be remotely controlled thus future proof

Växjö:

• Estimate a need for about 10% of all parking places to have charging possibilities = about 400 places within a few years. 

• EV infrastructure strategy will help determine when and how this shall be carried out.

• Location of chargers in center - need fore chargers in the settlements of Lammhult, Braås, Rottne, Ingelstad and Gemla - will be 
assessed in the eMobility strategy ex. ICA. 

• Location of public chargers can be found several online maps, such as www.uppladdning.nu. 



eMobility infrastructure - Aarhus

What works? What is complicated? 

• Parking
• a considerable challenge - ICE car owners illegally park at the one reserved EV parking
• municipality has started sending clear signals to ICE car owners but more effort is needed
• a requirement from EV car sharing companies if they should operate in the area

• Infrastructure is only one obstacles – others are price, possible travel distance etc.

• Future
• Smart charging
• Find good ways to communicate good behavior in EV parking 
• More parking spaces with EV infrastructure in the region
• Parking sensors….



Aarhus parking challenge
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Emanuel Sejers Gade Eugen Warmings Gade Helge Rodhes Vej

Hjarnøgade Klostergade Tage Hanses Gade

Telefonsmøgen

Vesterbro Torv



Aarhus challenge is on the right track

• Based on Aarhus citizens Aarhus has agreed to allow test of EV parking usage

extension on 2 different locations in Aarhus.

• In process on having signs installed by the municipality (police did not accept)

• Planned installation of 6 new charge spots at Park and Ride area in connection

with the new electric tram

• Target: to satisfy EV users needs in Aarhus and to allow investments in READY 

to create project results.
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Charging development in Aarhus – All
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Charging development in Aarhus - kWh
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Time of charging in Aarhus (since 2014)
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eMobility infrastructure - Växjö

What have we achieved so far?

• 70 charging points - most of them are public and 3 
quick chargers chargers (VEAB and Lidl)

• Free of charge to use now  – will change

• Investigation of own needs in different working places. 

• Some problems with charging stations - valuable input 
on the choice of technology etc.

• E.ON is supposed to invest in a number of stations in 
Växjö - discussions are ongoing….

• Tesla – in dialogue about requirements for installation



E.ON status and eMobility objectives in READY

• Make e-mobility to a real transportation alternative by operating a sufficient number of 

chargepoints for EVs in Aarhus and area

• Install chargepoints on attractive locations where EV users would want to use them

• Ease access conditions to the chargepoints – open for all, apps, simple payment methods

• Focus on public charging as well as B2B and B2G

• Attempt to attract car sharing activities

• Future proof solution – new advanced technology, innovation and integration

• Intelligent charging and possibilities for control in relation to available net capacity
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4. eMobility business models
eMobility Management - Sub module 4



eMobility business models

• What are the objectives and why?
• New world – new business models – how to make eMobility feasible

• Business models for remotely controlled/connected EV charging spots –
intelligent charging (Municipality of Odense)

• Test of different business models for different EV user segments - Aarhus 
Municipality, B2B end-users, B2C end-users. 

• Higher demand on more innovative products emerged

• Integrating customer needs and related flexible billing

• What business models have we tested in Aarhus/DK? What works? What 
models should we eliminate?



eMobility business models

• What have we achieved so far ?



Improved app – park and charge 



Challenges in the future energy set-up lead to 
new opportunities for car manufacturers
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Increasing share of 
renewables
 Production hard to predict

Turning off conventional 
power plants
 Today in charge of keeping  grid stable

Challenge to keep the grid stable solved by electrical cars! Car manufactures 
profit by supporting the grid

Confidential



Intelligent integration of electrical vehicles 
will be necessary to guarantee a stable grid
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Grid operators

 Frequency Regulation 
 Avoiding local grid congestions
 Grid investment deferral

Aggregators

 Remuneration for grid services
 Sales argument for lower cost of 

charging 

End customer

 Lower cost for charging or cash back 

for providing frequency response

 Supporting integration of renewables

 E-cars: high consumption, huge battery storage, exponential growth expected

 Intelligent integration of E-cars necessary to not only jeopardize the grid stability but even support it

All partners along the value chain need to work jointly to realize frequency regulation with electrical vehicles 



To begin with, E.ON is planning to develop a 
prototype in 2017 as proof of concept

Goal 

• Offering frequency regulation (FNR) with electrical 
vehicles on Danish markets

How?

• Decrease/ Increase charging speed depending grid 
demand

Timeline

• Tested prototype by Mid August 2017

Test environment

• Selection of fleet cars at Odense Kommune

• Placing one bid on weekdays (e.g. 1 hour from 3pm –
4pm)
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 Fleet cars for home care

 10 sites in DK1

 100 ZOEs (11 kW)

 370 MWh consumption in 2016

 116 outlets of SCS and WCS chargers 

 Predictable driving pattern  





Status - Smart charging

Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G)
Game changer Vehicle-to-grid 
Increases the potential of EVs to 
stabilize the grid drastically

Load Management
Enable faster charging by 
intelligently distributing available 
Ampere depending on type of car 
and number of cars charging

Frequency Regulation

Providing auxiliary services to 
the grid enables revenue 
streams for the customer

Home Power Protection
Protect homes and office 
buildings in times of high 
power consumption and 
additional EVs charging



eMobility business models

• What do we recommend?
• Business model development together with users/

customers/partner

• Focus groups, ambassadors, workshops etc.

• Not too many models – confusion

• Political subsidies can make calculations complex

• Be ready to invest in the green conversion – not always a short term 
investment

• Ownership of the infrastructure vs leasing

• Investigate and analyse intelligent charging



5. eMobility future
eMobility Management - Sub module 5



eMobility future – Växjö and Aarhus

What are our expectiations in relation to READY?

• Increase the share of electric mobility in Växjö and Aarhus. 

• Transform to a fossil free society - transport is one of the biggest challenges - shift from fossil to renewables.

• Shift the transport from individual, motorised modes to public and active transport modes (walking and 
cycling)

• Reduce traffic, and thereby also reduce emissions.

• Transformation to EVs does not come by itself - must be supported by mobility management measures. 

• Improving people’s everyday life is the primary target of the Smart mobility project while working with the 
citizens of Aarhus.

• Instead of promoting mobility options via campaigns, the project is in direct contact with test persons that volunteer for 
various mobility solutions

• Smart mobility inspires these people and provides the necessary framework to make it possible for real behavioral changes 
in travel.

• The understanding of real behavior and the many reasons for behavioral changes has influenced the way of working with 
mobility management within the READY-project. 



eMobility future – Växjö and Aarhus

Aarhus
• Mobility management to increase EV mobility in the cities can be divided in to the 

following topics:
• Electrical Charging Stations
• The municipal fleets
• Car-sharing models
• Promotion of electrical bikes
• Introduction of electric/hybrid buses in public transport

Växjö
• Expects to have a strategy that helps to establish EV infrastructure in a consistent 

way
• Expects a number of additional charging stations will be installed thanks to the 

project, preferably in the more distant parts of the municipality



eMobility future - E.ON

• What do we do?
• More innovation to make charging stations/usage less costly

• New business models that makes it easier to enter the EV market /become 
user

• Use data – analyze data to increase insights/knowledge to improve service, 
business models, charging behavior

• Heavy investments

• Political focus and involvement



6. Summery, learnings and 
recommendations
eMobility Management - Sub module 6



Summery, learnings and recommendations

• What do we recommend?
• SUMPS/city strategies on eMobility integrated in city strategy on 

climate/mobility/transportation
• Identify good locations
• Parking policies for EVs
• Integrate eMobility into planning process of renovation/new areas
• Political focus – don’t be afraid
• Align with other cites in EU/EU recommendations
• Best - and worst practice cities on eMobility: CPH, Stockholm, Amsterdam, 

Paris….
• Design or sustainability – chose sustainability
• Knowledge/expertise buy/inhouse



7. Questions
eMobility Management



Thank you for your time
eMobility Management



Extra



Questions and test (Kahoot?)
eMobility Management







Charging development in Aarhus - private
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